Multinational Maids offers an in-depth investigation into the international migrations of Filipino and Indonesian migrant domestic workers. The author taps on her rigorous study of more than 1,200 subjects’ migration trajectories to reveal how these migrants work in a series of overseas countries to improve their lives and, in some cases, seek permanent residence in another country. Challenging the portrayal of Asian migrant domestic workers as victims of globalization, Multinational Maids reveals migrants’ agency and strategic thinking under conditions of constraint. At the market level, the establishment of guestworker programs for migrant domestic workers in multiple countries has created a global labor market. A transnational diaspora shapes migrants’ evolving destination imaginaries, while manpower recruitment and placement agencies create transnational mobility structures. In addition, differing destination hierarchies and degrees of access to resources lead to the adoption of divergent stepwise trajectories. Written in an accessible manner, Multinational Maids appeals to migration scholars, policymakers, activists, and students.
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Preface

I wish I could write that I came up with the idea of stepwise international labor migration on my own and then launched myself into the field to systematically test my hypotheses about this emergent migration pattern. In reality, it was more of an accident. A happy accident, but an accident nonetheless. In the summer of 2008, I traveled from the United States to Asia intent on studying the destination decision-making processes of Filipino migrant domestic workers for my doctoral dissertation. I had chosen this particular topic and this population for a variety of reasons. Though I was born in India and hold Indian citizenship, I had previously lived more than 10 years in Singapore, first as a student, then as an employed adult. During this time, I became familiar with the ubiquitous presence of foreign domestic workers in Singapore homes. On weekdays, I would see them going about their daily chores: washing their employer’s car, walking their employer’s children to and from school, purchasing groceries, and the like. On Sundays, I would see them going to church or picnicking in local parks and other public areas around the island.

When I began my doctoral studies in sociology at the University of Michigan, I already knew that I wanted to focus on international migration for my dissertation but I had no idea that I would end up studying Filipino migrant domestic workers. My focus returned to this migrant population in my second year at Michigan when I took a course on migration policy. For my final class assignment for that course, I decided to write about Singapore’s guestworker program that allows migrant domestic workers into the country on temporary work visas. Throughout my years in Singapore, I had felt outside the mainstream of Singaporean society and, perhaps because of that internalized sense of otherness, I felt an affinity with the low-wage migrant workers who were also in but not of Singapore. Given that the Philippines had been the primary source of migrant domestic workers for Singapore in the
1990s when I lived in the city-state, I started to delve into the literature on Philippine labor migration. I was stunned by the wide variety of countries, in addition to Singapore, where Filipino domestic workers can be found, and became fascinated by the question of how Filipino migrant domestic workers (and labor migrants more generally) choose between their various destination options. But I could not find any study that addressed their destination decision-making processes. There are a steadily increasing number of ethnographies written about Asian migrant domestic workers of various nationalities, but most of these projects focus on domestic workers in a single destination. And while there are plentiful theories attempting to explain the migration decision, less attention has been paid to the single (or multiple) destination decisions of international labor migrants. I saw an opportunity to build new theory by attempting to explain the destination decisions of Filipino migrant domestic workers.

In April 2008, I left the United States for Asia with a plan to conduct interviews in Singapore, the Philippines, and Hong Kong, in order to gain a better understanding of how migrants chose between Hong Kong and Singapore. (At the time, I did not imagine that there was any flow of labor migrants between these two markets.) My first interview was conducted in the waiting area of a “maid agency” in the Lucky Plaza shopping mall in Singapore’s downtown shopping district. Inside the placement agency’s waiting area were two Filipinas – an older woman in her late forties and a twenty-something woman – chatting on a sofa. After receiving permission from the agency manager, I approached the

---

1 Rhacel Parreñas’s (2015 [2001]) book, Servants of Globalization, which compares Filipino domestic workers in Italy and the United States, was a rare exception when it was first published in 2001.
2 In Singapore and many other parts of the world, domestic workers are called “maids” or “helpers,” which obfuscates their status as workers. Wherever possible, I use the term “domestic worker” to describe people engaged in paid domestic service. Meanwhile, in describing the overseas, for-profit organizations that place these workers with employers, a common term that is used is “maid agency.” I instead use the term “placement agency.” I use the term “recruitment agency” to describe the companies in origin countries that source and send suitable domestic workers and assist with processing any paperwork on the sending government end. In this book, I show how overseas placement agencies are increasingly doubling up as recruitment agencies, sourcing migrant domestic workers who are already employed in one overseas market and finding work for them in another overseas market, thereby encouraging the adoption of stepwise international labor migration.
two women and asked if they would be willing to be interviewed by me for my research. The middle-aged woman, who had a confident, upbeat air about her, quickly agreed. With little prompting, Winola started to talk about the years she had spent in Saudi Arabia working as a private, live-in tutor for a well-to-do Saudi family, her return to the Philippines, and her subsequent failed attempt to find a job as a live-in caregiver in Canada. Winola’s search for a job in Canada had been unsuccessful because her Philippines-based agent had absconded with the deposit she had paid for her placement fee. After that setback, Winola contacted a Singapore placement agency – where we were now sitting – and this agency had offered her a job as a live-in domestic worker in Cambodia. Winola had accepted the offer, traveling to Singapore on a tourist visa to complete her paperwork for Cambodia. But then the same agency proposed an alternative: a job as a live-in domestic worker for a Saudi family in Italy. (The agency manager thought Winola’s prior work experience in Saudi Arabia made her a good fit for the Saudi family in Italy.) Winola accepted the job in Italy, which she saw as more attractive than the one in Cambodia and, by the time I met her, she was waiting for her Italian visa application – submitted through the Italian embassy in Singapore – to be approved before flying to Rome to start work.

As I listened to Winola chart out the countries where she had worked in the past, the countries she had attempted to gain access to, and the country she was planning to work in, I experienced a eureka moment. Until then, it had never occurred to me that migrant domestic workers might be employed in more than one overseas destination over the course of their migratory lifetimes, or that their work experience in one destination could assist in the process of getting a job in a second, preferred destination. It seems obvious in retrospect but I had never before considered the implications of having multiple overseas markets mounting guestworker programs for migrant domestic workers. After that first interview with Winola, however, I made sure to ask all my subsequent interviewees if they had worked or would like to work in more than one country, the process by which they had made each of their destination decisions, and the mechanics of each of their migrations. What I learned upturned my preconceived notions about

3 All names of migrant domestic workers mentioned in this book are pseudonyms, used to protect the identity of the men and women I interviewed.
migrant domestic workers’ destination aspirations and their ability to fulfill them.

Over the course of the next 3 years, I conducted 160 interviews with Filipino domestic workers in Singapore, Hong Kong, the Philippines, and later in Canada and the United States for my doctoral dissertation. Altogether, 82 percent of my interviewees in Canada, 50 percent in Hong Kong, and 42 percent in Singapore had worked as domestic workers in at least two overseas markets by the time of their interview with me. For the vast majority of these women, there was a clear logic to the sequence of markets they had worked in, ordered according to a subjective and evolving destination hierarchy they carried around in their heads. I labeled this hierarchical migration pattern “stepwise international labor migration,” and made it the focus of my research.

After finishing my doctorate, I moved back to Singapore and, over the next 3 years, with the help of my students, conducted two large-scale surveys of migrant domestic workers in Singapore and Hong Kong, collecting data from more than 1,200 Filipino and Indonesian migrant domestic workers, just over 30 Sri Lankan domestic workers, as well as a handful of Indian and Myanmar domestic workers. Alongside these surveys, I conducted scores of additional interviews. My goal was not only to collect a larger dataset to test my earlier findings, but also to expand my nationality pool beyond Filipino migrants. This was critical in order to determine if other nationalities of Asian migrant domestic worker were also engaging in stepwise international labor migration.

For this book, I focus on the data I collected from Filipino and Indonesian migrant domestic workers because these two nationalities serve as important counterpoints to each other. The Philippines and Indonesia are now two of the largest source countries of migrant workers (of all types) in Asia and the Middle East. Filipinos have received the most academic attention, but there is increasing interest in studying Indonesian domestic workers, as they have been encroaching into the Filipino share of the paid domestic work market in Southeast and East Asia, as well as in the Middle East. There are distinct differences

4 These percentages are based on the number of interviewees who were no longer on their first overseas contract. This is necessary since, by definition, those migrant domestic workers who were still on their first overseas contract would have not yet had the opportunity to work in more than one overseas location.
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between the two groups in terms of their average educational attainment levels, wage levels, and the size and diversity of their overseas networks before and after migration. It is worth asking if stepwise international labor migration is exclusively observed among Filipino migrant domestic workers or if it is adopted by various nationalities of migrant domestic worker in Asia.

Among my survey respondents in Hong Kong and Singapore, I found that a significant number of Filipino and Indonesian domestic workers had worked in at least one other overseas market, showing that stepwise international labor migration was not unique to better-educated and better-connected Filipino migrants. The prevalence rate of stepwise international labor migration among Indonesian migrant domestic workers was lower than that for Filipino domestic workers, but it was still significant, especially in Hong Kong. There were clear overlaps in the stepwise trajectories adopted by these two sets of migrant domestic workers, but also clear points of divergence. The differences between Indonesian and Filipino stepwise trajectories were, in some ways, more exciting as they highlighted the differing motivations and destination dreams that can drive the adoption of stepwise international labor migration. Just over 30 percent of the Sri Lankan domestic workers my students and I surveyed in Singapore had also worked in at least one other overseas market (most often in the Middle East) before their arrival in Singapore. In other words, Filipinos are by no means unique in their adoption of stepwise international labor migration.

The title of this book – *Multinational Maids* – seemed like the perfect choice as I met more and more globetrotting women migrants responding to the growing transnational demand for carework and using the mobility structures embedded within this globalizing industry to better their work situations and improve their long-term life outcomes. This is globalization happening simultaneously from above and below, and on a geographical scale that previous scholars of migrant domestic work have rarely examined in a single manuscript. My hope is that, through this book, readers begin to appreciate the individual-level destination imaginaries and aspirations, the multinodeal migrant networks, the transnational industry actors, and the broader social forces behind the adoption of stepwise international labor migration by Asian migrant domestic workers. At the same time, by highlighting the nuances within each stepwise migration trajectory,
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I want readers to come away with a sense of the complexities embedded within these journeys and the ongoing constraints on the socioeconomic mobility options of even these “cosmopolitan working-class” (Werbner 1999) migrants.

To that end, I have written this book in as accessible a manner as possible, cutting down on theoretical jargon and keeping my language direct and concise. I have also included the stories of more than 80 women whom I met during my fieldwork. My objective for including these stories is to give readers a sense of the connecting threads running through many of these women’s stepwise migration journeys. My hope is that, as a result, not only academics, policymakers, activists, and students will learn from what I have written, but that migrant domestic workers with some high school or tertiary education will also be able to read this book and determine for themselves if it accurately portrays their experiences with and aspirations behind stepwise international labor migration.
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